CABE is seeking proposals that engage participants in topics related to quality education for English learners, biliteracy students and students of diverse backgrounds. We invite you to join us by submitting presentation proposals that represent the best practices, research, strategies, and resources to meet the needs of these students, their families and the educators who serve them.

CABE 2024 will be held in Anaheim, California, February 21–24, 2024. The Annual Conference is a major educational event for school and university personnel, parents and other individuals who work with all students, and specifically English learners and biliteracy students. The CABE Conference, with a history of over 5000 in attendance, has gained a reputation for providing participants with quality, in-depth and innovative professional development.

Workshop Proposals
Submit your proposal before the deadline of Friday, July 28, 2023!

Institute Proposals
Submit your proposal before the deadline of Friday, July 28, 2023!

Commercial Workshop Proposals
Submit your proposal before the deadline of Friday, October 27, 2023!